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Dear Parents, Guardians & Learners 

 

We are drawing closer to the end of the year 
with only one short school term to go. As short 
as the 4th term might be, our energy levels 
tend to get less and less and self-motivation 
starts to dwindle as we count down to 
December.  For our learners, it is important to 
replenish the energy levels and motivation at 
this stage because the effort applied in the last 
term may be the difference between a pass or 
a fail for some learners or a 70% versus an 
80% for others.  Success will be dependent on 
the mindset and attitude adopted by our 
learners during the school term.  

 

How can we replenish energy 

levels and increase 

motivation? 

 
Have a positive attitude: Being positive, 
thinking positive thoughts and having the 
general belief that things will turn out well in 
the end are the key to motivation. With a 
positive attitude you see the bright side of life, 
become optimistic, and expect the best to 
happen, which will help you to cope more 
easily with the daily stressors in life. Having a 
positive attitude is a choice that one needs to 
make.  
 
When faced with adversity, stress or difficult 
circumstances, it is not easy to be positive and 

it becomes a conscious choice to focus on the 
positive aspects in your life and not to give up. 
When you change the quality of your thinking, 
you will change the quality of your life.  

 
Review goals and setting new ones: Think 
about the goals that you set for yourself at the 
beginning of the year and consider which goals 
you have achieved already and which you are 
still striving to attain. Review what you could do 
differently to achieve the goals not yet reached 
while not neglecting to be proud of yourself for 
what you have accomplished thus far, however 
small it might seem.  
 
If you haven’t set a goal during the course of this 
year, now would be a good time to start. It is 
never too late to start working toward a goal, no 
matter how impossible it might seem.  With the 
right attitude, a learner can surprise him/herself. 
When you have a target, your efforts become 
more focused and more dedicated. When you 
aim at nothing, you will hit it every time.  

 

 
(Source: https://www.drewbairdfitness.com)  
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Manage your stress: One of the things that 
drains energy the most is stress. Like worry or 
fear, stress can leave you mentally and physically 
exhausted. Do not dwell on your worries and 
fears; rather identify what stresses you, ask 
yourself what action can be taken to reduce the 
stress or effects thereof and then do what you 
can to let go of things over which you have no 
control. 
 
Exercise: Although exercise is not the easiest 
thing to motivate yourself to do - especially after a 
long day at school or work when you are feeling 
exhausted - experts say that increasing physical 
activity not only relieves tension and stress, but it 
increases energy.  Cardiovascular activity not 
only releases the brain’s natural “feel-good” 
chemicals called “endorphins” but it also 
increases the flow of oxygen to your brain which 
activates and stimulates the neocortex, thereby 
optimising concentration, focus, logical reasoning 
and understanding.  

 
(Source: https://www.thestar.com)  

 

Get enough sleep: Sleep is of utmost 
importance to a person’s overall health and 
wellbeing, not only on a physical level to repair 
and recover the body and its functions, but also 
on an emotional and intellectual level.  Lack of 
sleep leaves people feeling demotivated and less 
able to cope with the stressors in life. Because 
sleep is necessary for optimal brain functioning, 
sleep deprivation diminishes learners’ ability to 
learn and concentrate in class. 
  

Getting enough sleep, on the other hand, has 
been shown to improve problem-solving skills 
and enhance memory performance of both 
children and adults. 
 
Eat a healthy breakfast: Studies show that 
people who eat breakfast report being in a better 
mood and have more energy throughout the day. 
Eating a wholesome breakfast soon after 
awaking in the morning supplies your body with 
a kick-start that sets the tone for the whole day. 
Make sure that you eat something sustainable 
that will maintain your energy levels for longer.  

 

 
(Source: http://home.bt.com/lifestyle/wellbeing/) 

 
Hydrate: It’s often easy to confuse signals of 
hunger with thirst and we think we need food 
when we really need water.  But, thirst can also 
be concealed as fatigue. Sometimes, even slight 
dehydration can leave you feeling tired and 
lethargic and it is important to hydrate your body 
regularly. 
 
Do things that you enjoy and make you 
happy: Life is too short to keep putting 
enjoyable activities off. Doing something that 
makes you laugh, makes you connect with 
people or makes you feel good about yourself 
will create a sense of accomplishment and 
increase your self-esteem and intrinsic 
motivation.    
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This is the final newsletter  

for the 3rd Term. 

 

School closes on  
Friday, 30 September directly 
after the final exam has been 

written and re-opens on  
Monday, 10 October. 

 

School reports will be  

distributed on Tuesday,  

18 October 2016. 
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Things to avoid… 

 
Too much sweet stuff: The key here is to keep 
your blood sugar balanced so that your energy 
remains constant. When you're eating a sweet 
food, you get a spike in blood sugar which gives 
you an initial burst of energy, but that's followed 
by a rapid drop in blood sugar which can leave 
you feeling very drained. 
 

 
(Source: http://sdpathaniashealthyliving.blogspot.co.za/) 

 

Don’t hang out with negative people: People 
who complain and criticise most of the time will 
drain your energy and leave you feeling 
pessimistic about life.  
 
Negative people will discourage you in your 
efforts and make you more aware of all the things 
that can go wrong, instead of focusing your 
attention on all the things that can go right. If you 
hang out with people like this for long enough, 
they will start affecting the way that you think 
which will seep through to your behaviour. You 
cannot hang out with negative people and expect 
to live a positive life.  
 

 

To be an inspiration to others, you need to 
inspire yourself first. Start making the right 
choices today to increase your energy levels 
and motivation, and you will see the results of 
success in your life.  
 
I leave you with these two quotes:   
 
“Desire is the key to motivation, but it's 
determination and commitment to an 
unrelenting pursuit of your goal - a commitment 
to excellence - that will enable you to attain the 
success you seek.” - Mario Andretti 
 
“Ability is what you're capable of doing. 
Motivation determines what you do. Attitude 
determines how well you do it.” - Lou Holtz 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
L KLEINGELD (MRS) 

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST 
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